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INTENSIVE HORTICULTURE. 

On a farm of nine acres in eastern 

New York, E. P. Powell has been try 

we intensive horticulture with the fol 

swing result 
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The ampelopsis vettchil, or Japan 

ivy, known in this country as the Bos. 
ton ivy, 18 one of the best climbing or 

creeping vines we have for the 

It belongs to the same family 

A CLIMBING FOR 

is not so gross growing in habit 

form. The follage is not unlike that 

of the American ivy, but in smaller | 
form and Is much ligher in color, 

sven when mature, 

throwing out, at frequent intervals, 

small feet or tendirly having a sticky | 
smbstance attached by which it fas | 

| record achievement of Christian Lan- tens itself to any rough object—wood, 
stone or brick—and clings tenacious 

ly. 
the foot of a dead tree from which 
the branches have been removed, and 
#8 equally beautiful grown over the 
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MARKETING 
Dressed poultry 

ed for transportation 
cold. It should then 

straw, breast down, keeping wings 

and legs close to the body. See that 

there is no discoloration of the skin, 
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VALUE OF TOADS. 

Professor Hodge, of Clark Univer 
sity, has estimated the value of toaas 

| to the farmer at $18 apiece because 
they destroy cutworms. There ig a 

| regular market for toads In England, 
however, at 20 cents place. 

Five hundr od persons saved from 
drowning in forty-eight years was the 

‘ger, a Danish boatman, who has just 
died at Harboe, Jutland, aged eighty. 

three. 
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The leech has three jaws, each fit 
ted with eighty to ninety teeth.   
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The Baby Toilers. 
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Toddling Infants Forced to Earn 
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Clear Enough to Her. 

Andrew Carnegie once delivered a 

little homily to the pupils of a public 

school in Washington, wherein he en 

deavored to demonstrate that the 

judgment of men is apt to be warped 

by sentiment and feeling. “Ay, It is handsome,” sald she, sad: 
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| mer existence of a rent or hole. It 
| might be called invisible mending, but 

that suggests the result rather than 
the process of her work. 

“All the principal tatlors in the West | 
“See here” 

and she showed the ooat 
working on—"a little mistake-—~the 
pocket in the wrong place, 1 mend It, 

"and the customer never suspects that 
anything was wrong in the making” 
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hats whic! arriv. 

ing from Paris in the vanguard of 

fashion are what may be siyied three 

and may be taken for 

physical science. Miss 

Elkins has a »at which 

goems to typify alr and water 
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tion and is with grass and 

| fishiylooking and edged with 
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i vet. Yel Miss Riking looks very well 
in her scientific hat, and some of her 
| friends are going to copy it in lighter 
| hues — New York Press, 
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statue of General Nicholson, the 
| mutiny hero, was recently unvelled at 
| Delhi by Lord Miato, the vicerpy of 
| ladda, 
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